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ABSTRACT
Climate-model biases in ocean heat transport (OHT) have been proposed as a major contributor to un-
certainties in projections of sea ice extent. To better understand the impact of OHT on sea ice extent and
compare it to that of atmospheric heat transport (AHT), an idealized, zonally averaged energy balancemodel
(EBM) is developed. This is distinguished from previous EBMwork by coupling a diffusive mixed layer OHT
and a prescribed OHT contribution, with an atmospheric EBM and a reduced-complexity sea ice model. The
ice-edge latitude is roughly linearly related to the convergence of each heat transport component, with dif-
ferent sensitivities depending on whether the ice cover is perennial or seasonal. In both regimes, Bjerknes
compensation (BC) occurs such that the response of AHT partially offsets the impact of changing OHT. As a
result, the effective sensitivity of ice-edge retreat to increasing OHT is only;2/3 of the actual sensitivity (i.e.,
eliminating theBC effect). In the perennial regime, the sensitivity of the ice edge toOHT is about twice that to
AHT, while in the seasonal regime they are similar. The ratio of sensitivities is, to leading order, determined
by atmospheric longwave feedback parameters in the perennial regime. Here, there is no parameter range in
which the ice edge is more sensitive to AHT than OHT.
1. Introduction
Sea ice is a major component of the climate system,
influencing it through its enhanced surface reflectivity
compared to the ocean, insulation of the oceans, and
role in the thermohaline circulation (e.g., Barry et al.
1993). Current and projected loss of Arctic sea ice af-
fects the climate on the global scale,mediated via changes
to the atmosphere and ocean circulation (Budikova 2009;
Vihma 2014; Tomas et al. 2016). Antarctic sea ice vari-
ability is linked to large-scale patterns of atmospheric
variability in today’s climate, such as El Niño–Southern
Oscillation and the southern annular mode (Yuan 2004;
Simpkins et al. 2012), and impacts the global ocean cir-
culation through rearrangement of deep water masses on
glacial–interglacial time scales (Ferrari et al. 2014).Due to its
complex, dynamic role in climate, as well as social and eco-
logical impacts associatedwith its changes (Meier et al. 2014),
obtaining reliable past and future projections of sea ice ex-
tent remains a key objective of today’s modeling efforts.
Comprehensive general circulation models (GCMs)
exhibit large intermodel spread in projections of sea ice
extent in simulations of past, present, and future climate
(Marzocchi and Jansen 2017; Turner et al. 2013; Massonnet
et al. 2012), persisting across phases 3 and 5 of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) (Stroeve et al.
2012). This leads to large uncertainties in the estimation of,
for instance, when the Arctic may become seasonally ice
free under various warming scenarios.
An improved understanding of the sources of model
spread may ultimately provide a pathway to reducing
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such uncertainties. While part of the spread has been
attributed to internal variability (Jahn et al. 2016), other
contributing factors include model biases in the atmo-
sphere and ocean forcings on sea ice (Notz et al. 2016).
Liu et al. (2013) showed that a dramatic reduction of the
spread in the projected timing of an ice-free summer
could be made by taking the subset of CMIP5 simula-
tions that reproduce the observed Arctic sea ice clima-
tology. Their analysis suggests that differences in model
atmospheric components are amajor contributor tomodel
spread. Mahlstein and Knutti (2011) found a significant
negative correlation between ocean heat transport (OHT)
into the Arctic and the Northern Hemisphere sea ice ex-
tent in historical simulations across CMIP3 models. They
also showed, albeit indirectly, a link between present-day
OHT and future sea ice decline inmodels via a correlation
between the present-day OHT and end-of-century Arctic
amplification. This points to the possibility of a substantial
role for ocean forcing in model spread of sea ice extent
(see also Nummelin et al. 2017).
A number of studies suggest that OHT is a leading-
order constraint on the sea ice cover on climatic time
scales.Winton (2003) analyzed a set of model simulations
with prescribed ocean circulation of varying strength,
finding around 30% increase (decrease) in sea ice extent
with a 50% decrease (increase) in current strength, de-
spite compensating responses of comparable magnitude
in the atmospheric heat transport (AHT). An ocean-
energy-budget analysis of the Community Climate System
Model carried out by Bitz et al. (2005) showed that OHT
convergence (OHTC) ;100Wm22 is the main factor
controlling the location of the ice edge (effectively a mea-
sure of the extent) on seasonal time scales in present-day
conditions. Furthermore, they find that in response to CO2
forcing there is an associated reduction of OHTC following
the ice edge, such that the rate of loss of ice extent is less
thanwouldotherwisebe expected in awarming climate. In a
more recent generation of the same model, Singh et al.
(2017) found that in response todoublingCO2,OHTCshifts
poleward, coincident with sea ice retreat, and emphasizes
the ocean’s role in enhancing polar amplification and how
this is controlled by the partitioning of the total meridional
heat transport into its atmospheric andoceanic components.
Similar links between ocean dynamics and the sea ice
edge are found in radically different climates of the
distant past. Ferreira et al. (2011, 2018) show that a
coupled GCMwith idealized land geometry may sustain
multiple states of the sea ice, which are stabilized against
the albedo feedback by large OHTC near the ice edge,
preventing expansion of the ice cover. Similar results are
found in simulations of the Neoproterozoic era (;500
million years before the present). Poulsen and Jacob
(2004) identify the wind-driven ocean circulation as a
key mechanism preventing global sea ice cover in a
coupled-model simulation. Rose (2015) shows that, in
both a comprehensive and highly idealized model, a
tropical ice edge is supported in simulations of such
climates, in which OHTC ;100Wm22 (comparable in
magnitude to that found in simulations of present-day
climate) near the ice edge acts to stabilize the ice cover.
There are fewer examples in the literature of links
between AHT and ice extent on climatic time and spa-
tial scales. Thorndike (1992) presented a toy model of
sea ice in thermal equilibriumwith the atmosphere and a
prescribed ocean heat flux. An increase of around
30Wm22 in AHT convergence (AHTC) was sufficient
to generate a transition from present-day conditions to
perennially ice-free climate. However, this being a
single-column model makes it difficult to infer the im-
pact of AHT on ice extent. AHT has been identified as a
mechanism of polar amplification, although only a sig-
nificant driver when the sea ice extent is fixed, playing a
minor role (in terms of the equilibrium climate response)
when the surface albedo feedback is active (Alexeev and
Jackson 2012). Other studies point to the influence of the
atmosphere on sea ice extent on interannual time scales
through feedbacks associated with enhanced moisture
transport in the Northern Hemisphere (Kapsch et al.
2013), and via large-scale modes of variability in the
Southern Hemisphere (Yuan 2004; Simpkins et al. 2012;
Serreze and Meier 2019).
The question of the relative roles of AHT andOHT in
setting sea ice extent has been partially addressed in pre-
vious studies. The aforementioned work by Thorndike
(1992) found that the ice thickness was about twice as
sensitive to basal (i.e., oceanic) than surface (i.e., atmo-
spheric) heating. Eisenman (2012), also using a single-
column model of a different formulation, derived an
expression for the enhanced rate of ice growth due to basal
versus surface heating in terms of a single climate-feedback
parameter, suggesting that the ocean is always a more ef-
fective driver of sea ice growth than the atmosphere. Singh
et al. (2017) used an atmosphere–ocean boxmodel to show
that OHTC is a more effective driver of surface warming
than AHTC, although there is no sea ice in their model.
However, these results cannot be generalized to the im-
pacts on the sea ice extent due to the lack of latitudinal
variation in those models.
In this paper, we seek to understand which processes
control the sensitivity of the sea ice cover to OHT on
climatic scales, in comparison to that of the AHT,
identifying mechanisms and parameters that set the
relative sensitivities. These insights are a step toward
understanding the potential role of heat transport biases
in the spread of sea ice extent in CMIP models, by
providing a theoretical framework to interpret model
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trends in terms of physical processes. We develop a
minimum-complexity, idealized climatemodel describing
the dynamical processes controlling the latitude of
the sea ice edge (as an idealized proxy for sea ice
extent) to explore the impacts of AHT and OHT. In
contrast to analyzing a comprehensive model, this
approach eliminates internal variability, which ob-
scures interpretation of the basic physics, and reduces
the number of degrees of freedom. A number of
simplifications must be made with some properties of
the real polar-climate system omitted. However, this
means that key mechanisms can be isolated through
both analytical progress and the rapid generation
of a large number of simulations to test parameter
sensitivities.
Some early modeling studies used highly idealized,
zonally averaged energy balance models (EBMs) to
explore the general physical properties of the climate
system. The one-equation analytical model described
by Budyko (1969) and Sellers (1969), in its simplest
form, computes the zonal-average surface tempera-
ture in one hemisphere based on insolation, outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR), and meridional heat trans-
port by diffusion down the temperature gradient, but
there is no separation of atmospheric and oceanic pro-
cesses. Distinct albedos for ice-covered and ice-free
latitudes build in the albedo feedback. This simple
model allowed for an exploration of the ice-albedo
feedback and how its sensitivity depends on the effi-
ciency of poleward heat transport [see review by North
et al. (1981)].
An advantage of EBMs is their extendability to in-
clude other climate processes of interest. Rose and
Marshall (2009) used a two-layer EBM (i.e., a separate
Budyko/Sellers-type equation for the atmosphere and
an ocean mixed layer, coupled via air–sea fluxes) to
explore the role of the wind-driven ocean circulation on
climate equilibria as characterized by the latitude of the
ice edge. They determined a parameterization for the
ocean diffusivity as a function of prescribed wind stress.
Stable climate states were found, in addition to those
generatedby the standardEBM,with ice extending into the
midlatitudes, in which the ice edge is located where OHT
is a minimum. Wagner and Eisenman (2015) adapted the
classic EBM (i.e., without explicitly separating OHT and
AHT) to incorporate a reduced-complexity thermody-
namic sea ice model (Eisenman and Wettlaufer 2009), to
show that seasonality and meridional heat transport both
have a significant stabilizing effect on sea ice retreat in re-
sponse to the albedo feedback.
The EBM is a natural choice of idealized model for
our purposes because of the emphasis on meridional
variations on climatic time scales, and that the ice-edge
latitude is already built in as an emergent property.
Here, we present a further extension of the EBM with
particular emphasis on improving the representation of
OHT and its interaction with sea ice compared to pre-
vious studies. Specifically, the ocean model component
combines an interactive surface mixed layer and a pre-
scribed pattern of OHTC in the underlying ocean, ad-
justable in a manner that conserves the net heat content
of the system.We use the sea icemodel of Eisenman and
Wettlaufer (2009), with a simple adjustment in which
surface and basal melting temperatures take distinct
values, improving the annual mean and seasonality of
ice thickness. After validating the EBM against obser-
vational estimates of the ice-edge latitude, ice thickness,
surface temperature, AHT, and OHT, we carry out pa-
rameter sensitivity analyses, focusing on the sensitivity
of the ice edge to AHT and OHT.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In
section 2, the formulation of the EBM used in this
study is described. We present the reference state
(solution of the model in the default parameter
space) and compare the key metrics to observational
estimates in section 3. We obtain insight into the impact
of OHT on the latitude of the ice edge and the underlying
mechanisms through a parameter sensitivity analysis that
is presented in section 4. This analysis is then extended
and we derive a general theoretical relationship be-
tween the impacts of AHT and OHT on the latitude of
the ice edge derived from the EBM governing equations
(section 5).A summary and concluding remarks are given
in section 6.
2. Model description
In essence, our model combines those of Eisenman
and Wettlaufer (2009), Rose and Marshall (2009), and
Rose (2015), with some additional improvements. The
time t evolution of three temperature profiles, Ta(f, t),
Ts(f, t), and Tml(f, t), representing the atmosphere,
surface, and ocean mixed layer, respectively, and sea ice
thickness Hi(f, t), is determined by vertical energy
fluxes and meridional heat transport convergence. All
variables and heat fluxes represent zonal averages as a
function of latitude f. The model domain is one hemi-
sphere (08 # f # 908) and is subject to zero-horizontal-
flux boundary conditions at the equator and pole. The
ice-edge latitude fi(t) is the lowest latitude containing a
nonzero ice thickness. The atmosphere, ocean, and sea
ice components are overviewed in sections 2a–2c where
the main equations are given. Details of specific param-
eterizations, the numerical solution, and code availability
are described in appendix A. The heat fluxes between
each component are shown schematically in Fig. 1.
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a. Atmosphere
The atmosphere is represented by a single ‘‘layer’’
with temperature Ta(f, t), which evolves according to
















where Ca is the (constant) atmospheric column heat
capacity, FAHT is the AHT per unit zonal distance, Fup
and Fdn are upward and downward components of air–
sea surface fluxes, respectively, and FOLR is the top-of-
atmosphere OLR (Fig. 1). AHT is parameterized as
diffusion down the mean temperature gradient: FAHT 5
2KaCa=Ta, where Ka is a large-scale diffusivity for the
atmosphere. The term 2=  FAHT is then the AHTC.1
This represents the net AHT; that is, there is no sepa-
ration of dry and moist-static transports in this model as
we are not concerned with the specific circulations that
give rise to a certain heat transport.
The surface fluxes Fup and Fdn are bulk representa-
tions of combined radiative, latent, and sensible heat
fluxes (the latter two are contained within Fup only).
These are parameterized as linear functions of the sur-





























The A and B parameters in Eqs. (2)–(4) are constants.
TheB terms represent net climate feedbacks (e.g., Planck
and water vapor feedbacks). In particular, 1/BOLR is
approximately the climate-sensitivity parameter of
the EBM (i.e., the global-average surface temperature
change per unit top-of-atmosphere radiative forcing).
We neglect spatial variations in the B terms for analytic
simplicity (and show that this is a reasonable approxima-
tion in the online supplemental material to this article).
We are also effectively considering the atmosphere to be
opaque to surface upwelling longwave radiation such that
FOLR does not have explicit Ts dependence; transmission
of such fluxes through the atmosphere contribute less than
10% of the net OLR (Costa and Shine 2012) so this is a
reasonable idealization.
We follow Rose and Marshall (2009) in that solar
radiation is assumed to be absorbed entirely at the
surface, making use of the planetary albedo, hence the
absence of a radiative driving term in Eq. (1). Although
atmospheric absorption is not negligible (Valero et al.
FIG. 1. Schematic of the EBM. Themodel domain is one hemisphere (latitude 08# f# 908),
and the ice-edge latitude is denoted fi. The climate system is represented by an atmospheric
‘‘layer’’ with temperature Ta(f), an ocean mixed layer with temperature Tml(f), sea ice of
thicknessHi(f) and surface temperature Ts(f) (pink), and a deep ocean layer with prescribed
OHTC. Vertical arrows represent zonally averaged heat fluxes [absorbed solar radiation aS(f,
t), outgoing longwave radiation FOLR(Ta), upward and downward air–sea surface fluxes Fup(Ts)
and Fdn(Ts), deep OHTC Fb(f), and conduction through ice Fcon] between model layers, and
horizontal arrows represent meridional heat transports in the atmosphere (FAHT) and ocean
mixed layer (FOHT).
1 In the EBM coordinate system, the gradient of an arbitrary
scalar f is given by =f 5R21E ›f /›f, where RE is the mean Earth
radius, and the divergence of an arbitrary vector F is given by
=  F 5 (RE cosf)21›(Fcosf)/›f.
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2000), this is an idealization that eliminates the need to
handle surface and atmospheric reflections separately.
b. Ocean mixed layer
The prognostic equation for the ocean mixed layer















which applies at latitudes where ice is not present, f ,
fi(t). Here, Co 5 coroHml is the mixed layer column heat
capacity, with co, ro, andHml being the ocean specific heat
capacity, density, and mixed layer depth, respectively,
taken to be constants. The absorbed solar radiation is the
product of the planetary coalbedo a 5 a(f, fi) and the
top-of-atmosphere incident solar radiation S 5 S(f, t).
Unlike for the AHT, a purely diffusive parameteri-
zation does not well represent the observed OHT (Rose
and Marshall 2009; Ferreira et al. 2011). A purely pre-
scribed OHT is also not appropriate because we require
the ocean to interact dynamically with the atmosphere
and sea ice. We thus use a combination of the two: a
prescribed part, represented by its convergence, Fb(f),
and an interactive part, FOHT 5 2KoCo=Tml, where Ko
is a large-scale ocean diffusivity. The term FOHT is not
meant to represent a mixed layer OHT but may be
loosely interpreted as an upperOHT that responds to and
drives changes in surface fluxes, which for simplicity is
parameterized as a function of Tml. The prescribed part
Fb encapsulates the effects of the wind-driven gyres and
meridional overturning circulation; Fb 5 f (f)1Fbp ~f (f),
adapted from Rose (2015), is chosen such that the net
OHT compares well with observational estimates (see
section 3b). The analytic functions f(f) and ~f (f) are left
fixed, while the parameter Fbp (equal to Fb at the pole), is
varied. This allows the mean ocean–ice basal flux to be
directly changed; specifically, Fbp ~f (f) can be thought of
as a perturbation to a background state f(f) that
redistributes a relatively small amount of tropical
OHTC into high latitudes. The mathematical details of
f(f) and ~f (f) are described in appendix A.
For latitudes where ice is present, f $ fi(t), Tml is fixed
at the freezing temperature Tf (which is constant; salinity
variations are neglected). IfEq. (5) produces a temperature
Tml . Tf for f $ fi, then Tml is reset to Tf and the surplus
energy is used tomelt sea ice: by thismechanism, themixed
layer can directlymelt ice just poleward of the ice edge (see
appendix A for the implementation details of this).
c. Sea ice
We use the simplified sea ice model of Eisenman and
Wettlaufer (2009), which is derived from themore complex
thermodynamic sea ice model of Maykut and Untersteiner
(1971) aftermaking a number of idealizations; a summary is
given here. Changes in latent heat content associatedwith
melting and freezing are assumed to dominate changes in
sensible heat content, such that the net energy content of
ice at each latitude is2LfHi, whereLf is a bulk latent heat
of fusion of sea ice. Salinity variations, snow, and short-
wave penetration are neglected. The surface of ice in
contact with the ocean is assumed to remain at the
freezing temperature Tf. The temperature within the ice
is assumed to vary linearly with height, such that there is












where ki is a bulk thermal conductivity of sea ice. The
surface temperature (at the ice–air interface) is deter-
mined by first calculating a ‘‘diagnostic’’ temperature
Td, which is the surface temperature required for the

















2 aS . (7)
If Td . Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature, this
implies surface melt, which occurs at the melting tem-





















In Eisenman and Wettlaufer (2009), Tm 5 Tf; here we
remove this assumption. Typical salinities at the top ice
surface are much lower than the underlying ocean (due to
brine rejection and drainage), such that the melting tem-
perature is closer to the freshwater value. We found that
this improved the comparison of typical ice thicknesses in
the EBM to observational estimates for the Arctic.
Top-surface melt and the bottom-surface melt/growth
rates are implied by the imbalance of fluxes at the re-
spective surfaces, but the evolution of the ice thickness













The surface temperature diagnostic, Eqs. (7) and (8),
and the ice-thickness prognostic, Eq. (9), together de-
scribe the sea ice component of the EBM. These
equations apply where f $ fi(t). Where ice is not
present, the surface temperature is equal to the mixed
layer temperature.
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3. Reference state
Here we present the reference state: the solution to the
EBM in the default parameter space. This reference state is
tuned to the present-day Northern Hemisphere and forms
the initial state about which to vary parameters in sensi-
tivity experiments. The ability of the EBM to reproduce
typical climate metrics also serves as model validation.
a. Parameter values
Default parameter values, used to obtain the EBM
reference state, are given in Table 1, and brief justifications
are given in this section. The ocean density and specific
heat capacity correspond to those of average temperatures
and salinities in the ocean. The parameters of the deep
OHT (c and N; see section c of appendix A), are tuned
such that the peak net OHT is close to the observed value
of about 1.5 PW at around 208N. Previous studies
suggest a typical range of ocean–ice basal heat fluxes of
around 2–4Wm22, and here we set Fbp 5 2Wm
22.
The diffusivities Ka and Ko are tuned so as to best
match the reference state to observations. Compared to
values used by Rose and Marshall (2009), our reference
value of Ka is about a factor of 2 larger, and our refer-
ence value of Ko is about a factor of 50 smaller. The
difference in Ko is accounted for by the difference in
mixed layer depth [their model effectively uses a shallow
mixed layer of about 2-m depth—inferred from their
column heat capacity of 107 Jm22 8C21—whereas here
we followWagnerandEisenman(2015)anduseHml5 75m].
The difference in Ka reflects the difference in formula-
tions of surface and OLR fluxes between models.
The atmospheric column heat capacity Ca is a rough
estimate based on the mass-weighted vertical integral of
the specific heat capacity cp ; 1kJ kg
21 8C21 assuming
hydrostatic balance. TheA and B parameters specifying
the surface and OLR fluxes were determined from the
ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011).
For example, Aup and Bup were determined from a lin-
ear fit to zonal-average 2-m air temperature and the
zonal-average sum of upward radiative, sensible, and
latent heat fluxes, averaged over the period 2010–18, for
the Northern Hemisphere. Planetary coalbedo param-
eters a0, a2, ai, and df (see appendixA)were determined
by fitting Eq. (A1) to the fraction of solar radiation ab-
sorbed, deduced from net top-of-atmosphere shortwave
fluxes (using data fromERA-Interim). Further details of
how these parameters were derived from ERA-Interim,
including plots of the raw data, are described in the
online supplemental material to this article.
For the ice thermal conductivity ki, we follow Eisenman
andWettlaufer (2009) and use the pure ice value. We find
that the sensitivity of the system is low as ki is varied
between 90% and 110% of this default value. The latent
heat of fusion Lf is also given the value corresponding to
pure ice; salinity reduces Lf for sea ice (Affholder and
Valiron 2001), but we likewise find low sensitivity of the
system toLf as it is varied over610%of this default value.
b. Comparison to observational estimates
Figure 2 shows the main metrics of interest for the
EBM reference state in comparison to various observa-
tional estimates for the present-day Northern Hemisphere.
We tune to best match the quantities of interest for this
study: ice-edge latitudefi, area-averaged ice thickness hHii,
annual-mean surface temperature Ts, AHT, and OHT.
2
The ice-edge latitude fi is compared to that derived
from ERA-Interim over the period 2010–18 because it
provides a complete set of gridded sea ice concentration
data consistent with the data used to determine the var-
ious atmospheric parameters. The ice edge was deter-
mined as the zonal-average 15% concentration contour,
ignoring longitudes where land obstructs the immediate
meridional evolution of ice [a diagnostic described
by Eisenman (2010)]. Figure 2a shows the annual cycle
of fi in the EBM (solid) compared to the estimate
from ERA-Interim (dashed). The EBM mean ice-edge
TABLE 1. EBM reference state parameter values. Note that some
parameters are only referred to in appendix A.
Parameter Value
Ka Atmosphere diffusivity (10
4m2 s21) 630
Ko Ocean diffusivity (10
4m2 s21) 1.4
Fbp Deep OHTC at 908 (Wm
22) 2.0
C Deep OHT amplitude (PW) 13
N Deep OHT spatial parameter 5
co Ocean specific heat capacity (kJ kg
21 8C21) 4.0
ro Ocean density (kgm
23) 1025
Hml Mixed layer depth (m) 75
Ca Atmosphere heat capacity (10
7 Jm22 8C21) 0.95
Lf Sea ice latent heat of fusion (10
8 Jm23) 3.2
ki Sea ice thermal conductivity (Wm
21 8C21) 2.0
Tf Ocean freezing temperature (8C) 21.8
Tm Sea ice surface melting temperature (8C) 20.1
Aup Surface flux up (constant term; Wm
22) 380
Bup Surface flux up (linear term; Wm
22 8C21) 7.9
Adn Surface flux down (constant term, Wm
22) 335
Bdn Surface flux down (linear term; Wm
22 8C21) 5.9
AOLR OLR (constant term; Wm
22) 241
BOLR OLR (linear term; Wm
22 8C21) 2.4
a0 Coalbedo at equator 0.72
a2 Coalbedo spatial dependence (rad
22) 0.15
ai Coalbedo over sea ice 0.36
df Coalbedo smoothing scale (rad) 0.04
2 Throughout, hfi denotes the spatial average of f and f denotes
the time average.
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latitude (728N) compares well with the mean in ERA-
Interim. The seasonal range is approximately 58N too
small. However, the maximum error is less than 28N.
The mean ice thickness hHii is compared to the esti-
mate from the Pan-Arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and
Assimilation System (PIOMAS; Schweiger et al. 2011)
averaged over the period 2010–18 (Fig. 2b). The annual
mean hHii is 1.44m in the EBM, which agrees well with
PIOMAS (1.39m). The rate of freezing in autumn is
slightly overestimated; otherwise the agreement is good.
In particular, the lag between maximum ice thickness
and maximum ice extent is reproduced (cf. Fig. 2a).
The annual-mean surface temperature in the EBM
(Fig. 2c) compareswell (within 58C)with the annual-mean
zonal-average 2-m air temperature in ERA-Interim,
averaged over 2010–18. The comparison is not made to the
sea surface temperature (SST) from ERA-Interim because
in regions occupied by sea ice the SST is not the ice surface
temperature; however, the 2-m air temperature is close to
the surface temperature regardless of surface type and was
also used to obtain default values ofAup andBup. The EBM
annual mean, area-weighted mean surface temperature
(18.68C) is slightly higher than that ofERA-Interim (16.78C).
AHT is compared to that in ERA-Interim, using
processed data provided by Liu et al. (2015). Figure 2d
shows that the broad hemispheric structure of AHT is
represented well by the EBM diffusive transport (see
section d of appendixA for details of howAHTandOHT
are diagnosed in the EBM). Due to boundary conditions
the EBM cannot reproduce the nonzero transport across
the equator, which leads to some error in low latitudes.
Finally, a recent estimate of the global OHT from the
Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean
(ECCO) ocean state estimate (Forget and Ferreira
2019), averaged over 1992–2011, is used for comparison
to the EBMOHT (Fig. 2d). The overall structure agrees
well. There is some discrepency around 608–708N, be-
cause the EBM does not reproduce the structure of the
subpolar gyres. Note that for a meaningful comparison
with the real world, a land-fraction factor is used to scale
the EBM OHT (when taking the zonal integral of the
convergence; see appendix A).
4. Sensitivity analysis
Results from a sensitivity analysis of the EBM with
respect to our reference state are presented here. We
focus on the parameters Ko, Ka, and Fbp, which allow
us to determine the sensitivities of the ice edge to OHT
and AHT. The main metrics of interest are the mean
FIG. 2. Keymetrics of theEBMreference state compared to various estimates of present-day conditions in theNorthern
Hemisphere. (a) Ice-edge latitude in the EBM (solid) and zonal-average sea ice-edge latitude in ERA-Interim (dashed).
(b) Mean sea ice thickness in the EBM (solid) and in PIOMAS (dashed). (c) Annual-mean surface temperature Ts in the
EBM (solid) and zonal-average 2-m air temperature in ERA-Interim. (d) Annual-mean heat transports (HT;
1 PW5 1015W). The EBMAHT (red solid) is compared to an estimate from ERA-Interim (red dashed), and the
EBM net OHT (blue solid) is compared to an estimate from ECCO (blue dashed). In (a)–(d), shaded regions
indicate the uncertainty in taking the time average over the period of observational estimates shown (see main text).
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ice-edge latitudefi and theAHTC andOHTC averaged
over times and latitudes where ice is present, hereafter
h
a











respectively. We focus on the average heat transport-
convergence that ice-covered regions are subject to,
rather than the heat transport across a fixed latitude,
because this more directly quantifies the impact of heat
transport on the sea ice cover.
a. Sensitivity to ocean diffusivity Ko
The ocean diffusivity Ko was varied between 10% and
500%of the reference state valueKrefo .With largerKo, the
OHT increases and fi retreats in an approximately linear
response (Fig. 3a). The winter and summer ice edges,
shown by the shading, respond at similar rates. The system
becomes seasonally ice free when Ko is increased by
about a factor of 2.5 from its reference valueKrefo , and the
ice completely vanishes when it is increased by just over a
factor of 4. The mean ice-edge latitude may either be
calculated as (i) an annual mean or (ii) the average only
when ice is present (as is done for ha and ho).When the ice
cover is perennial, i and ii are equal. When the ice cover
is seasonal, these lead to slightly different interpretations
of the sensitivities. Averages calculated by i, shown by
open circles in Fig. 3a, capture the general high-latitude
warming influence of the heat transports in summer,
which affects the amount of ice growth in autumn/winter.
Averages calculated by ii, shown by open squares in
Fig. 3a, miss this but instead quantify the direct impact of
the heat transports in melting ice. Both have merit and we
discuss the results of both for the seasonal cases.
The increase of Ko causes an increase in the net
ocean–ice heat flux ho (Fig. 3b). Although FOHT 5 0
under ice because the mixed layer temperature is fixed
at the freezing temperature, across the ice edge there is a
temperature difference such that FOHT(fi) is nonzero.
Therefore in this case the increase in ho is due to an
increase in OHTC at the ice edge. It should be empha-
sized that ho and ha are dependent variables. Here Ko is
the independent variable that changes the heat trans-
port, triggering a shift of the coupled climate and hence
an adjustment of ho.
Figure 3c showsfi as a function of ho, asKo varies. For
the seasonal cases, both averaging methods for the ice
edge are shown: annualmeans (open circles) and averages
only when ice is present (open squares). Taken across the
whole range the ice-edge retreat with increasing ho is
nonlinear but there is no abrupt transition to a seasonally
ice-free climate. However, reasonable linear fits can be
made to perennial and seasonal ice-cover cases separately,
excluding some of the points around the transition. The
edge of a seasonal ice cover is approximately 20 times less
sensitive to ho than is the edge of a perennial ice cover. In
this case, the two averaging methods do not make a major
difference to the sensitivities (see values in the legend of
Fig. 3c). While changes in OHTC are being imposed via
the change in Ko, other parts of the system respond.
Figure 3d shows how ha varies as a function of ho. For
small values of ho, ha increases slightly, then decreases
more rapidly when the ice becomes seasonal. Again
there is no abrupt transition to the seasonally ice-free
regime. Linear fits were made across the same subsets of
simulations used for the fits in Fig. 3c. For seasonally ice-
free climates, there is a clear compensating effect where
ha decreases by about 0.6Wm
22 for every 1Wm22 in-
crease in ho. The response of ha suggests that the sensi-
tivities to ho in Fig. 3c are being exaggerated in the
perennial ice cases and suppressed in the seasonal ice
cases. This highlights that impacts of the two heat
transport components on the ice edge are intercon-
nected, and the importance of Bjerknes compensation
(BC; Bjerknes 1964) in modulating the impact of OHT.
We return to this point in the next section, in order to
distinguish between ‘‘effective’’ (with BC) and ‘‘actual’’
(in the absence of BC) sensitivities and thus quantify the
role of BC.
For the perennial-ice cases, why does ha increase
when ho increases (ho ’ 0–10Wm
22 in Fig. 3d)? As Ko
is increased and OHT increases near the ice edge, some
is lost to the atmosphere via air–sea exchanges, which is
then transported poleward by the atmosphere. For ex-
ample, in the reference state about 10% of the open-
ocean OHTC is lost to the atmosphere rather than
transported under sea ice. This proportion increases
with increasing Ko (e.g., to about 15% with Ko 5 2K
ref
o ).
Thus, although changing Ko only directly affects OHT at
the ice edge, the ice edge retreats more than it otherwise
would because the atmosphere continues transporting
heat farther poleward (Fig. 3d), reducing the ice thickness
at higher latitudes (e.g., by about 0.3m when Ko is dou-
bled from Krefo ). Increased OHTC at the ice edge thus
indirectly causes melt over the entire ice pack, mediated
by the atmosphere. This same mechanism applies for the
seasonal-ice cases, but only for the portion of the year
where ice is present. For the rest of the year, OHT rea-
ches the pole and warms the high latitudes directly. This
reduces the temperature gradient in the atmosphere (e.g.,
by about 25% between Ko 5 2:5Krefo and Ko 5 5K
ref
o ),
reducing ha. The magnitude of this summer reduction in
ha is larger than the winter increase in ha due to increasing
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OHTC at the ice edge, such that on average ha is smaller.
Themagnitudes of the summer reduction in ha andwinter
increase in ha depend on how far the ice edge advances in
winter and on the magnitude of ho—hence the relatively
smooth transition between overcompensation and un-
dercompensation (Fig. 3d).
b. Sensitivity to atmospheric diffusivity Ka
The atmospheric diffusivity Ka was varied between
50% and 500% of the reference value Krefa . Figure 4a
shows the response of fi; for the seasonally ice-free ca-
ses, as with Ko both the annual mean (open circles) and
ice-only mean (open squares) ice-edge latitudes are
plotted. Starting at small Ka, the mean fi increases ap-
proximately linearly with Ka. The summer ice edge is
more sensitive than the winter ice edge, as shown by the
edges of the shaded region in Fig. 4a. The system be-
comes seasonally ice free when Ka approaches 1:75K
ref
a .
Beyond this value, a perennially ice-free solution was
not obtained despite Ka being increased to 5K
ref
a , al-
though the winter ice edge continues to retreat with
further increases inKa. This is unlike the behavior ofKo,
in which a seasonally ice-free climate was generated
with about 2:5Krefo and a perennially ice-free climate at
about 4Krefo . This is consistent with the notion of OHT
being a more effective driver of the ice-edge latitude
than AHT.
As Ka is increased, ha tends toward a limit value of
about 150Wm22 (Fig. 4b). Although the EBM repre-
sentation of AHT is not sophisticated and does not ex-
plicitly describe any features of the atmospheric circulation,
the large-scale heat transport depends on the existence
of a temperature gradient, so this may suggest a limit on
ha that may be insufficient to completely eliminate the
ice cover. Clearly, such climates with small hemispheric
air-temperature gradients are unrealistic. This limit
should thus be taken with caution.
Figure 4c shows the response of fi to ha in this Ka
sensitivity experiment. As was done in the case of
Ko, a line of best fit is added for perennial and sea-
sonal ice cover simulations separately. For the sea-
sonal cases, the last few solutions where ha does not
change much were excluded. While ha changes by
about 40Wm22 across the whole set of simulations,
ho varies by less than 1Wm
22, with no major trend
except the slight increase when ha reaches its limiting
value (Fig. 4d). Since DhoDha, we approximate that
there is no BC across this sensitivity experiment. This
FIG. 3. Sensitivity experiments for the ocean mixed layer diffusivityKo. (a) Ice-edge latitude fi asKo varies;K
ref
o
is the reference-state value. The annual mean is plotted, and the shading indicates the seasonal range. (b) Net
OHTC ho, averaged over times and latitudeswhere ice is present, asKo varies. (c)Annual-mean ice-edge latitudefi
as a function of ho, asKo varies. (d)AHTC ha, averaged over times and latitudeswhere ice is present as a function of
ho, as Ko varies. In (c) and (d), linear fits are added for perennial (solid) and seasonally ice-free (dashed, dotted)
simulations, excluding some near the transition between regimes, and the legends give the slopes. In (a)–(d), the
filled (hollow) points indicate simulations with perennial (seasonal) ice cover. For the seasonal cases in (a) and (c),
circles indicate that the mean ice-edge latitude is calculated as an annual mean (fit in dashed line) and squares
indicate that it is calculated as the mean only when ice is present (fit in dotted line).
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suggests that the actual sensitivity of fi to AHT is
about 0.348N for 1Wm22 of AHTC averaged over the
ice pack while ice survives in summer. The sensitivity
in the seasonal case depends on how the average ice-
edge latitude is calculated: the annual-mean ice edge
is about 2.5 times more sensitive to AHT when the ice
cover is seasonal than when it is perennial, but the
sensitivity of the ice edge when averaged only during
ice-covered times is not significantly changed across
regimes. This suggests roughly equal contributions
of the indirect (high-latitude warming) and direct
(melting ice) mechanisms in setting the sensitivity of
the ice edge to AHT.
We can now return to the Ko sensitivity experiment
and determine the actual sensitivity of fi to ho (in the
absence of variations in ha). As described in the previous
section, Fig. 3c shows the effective sensitivity of fi to ho
while both ho and ha vary. Approximating all responses
of the ice edge to changes in heat transport convergence












where sa is the actual sensitivity of the ice edge to ha,
when ho does not vary, and vice versa for so. Note that so
is a function of model parameters too because, as will be
seen, different parameters change ho in different ways;
for brevity of notation we leave this implict. As de-
scribed above, in the Ka sensitivity experiment Dho ’ 0,
giving sa ’Dfi/Dha ’ 0:348N(Wm
22)21 for perennial
ice and ’0.818N (Wm22)21 for seasonal ice (focusing
first on values derived using the annual-mean ice edge).
These values can now be used in Eq. (12) for the Ko
sensitivity experiment, in which the BC rate Dha/Dho 5
20.63 for seasonal ice (Fig. 3d). Thus, the effective
sensitivityDfi/Dho ’ 0:158N(Wm
22)21 is a suppression of
the actual sensitivity so’ 0.668N (Wm
22)21. Alternatively,
using the mean ice-edge latitude only when ice is present
gives an actual sensitivity so ’ 0.478N (Wm
22)21. The
estimate of the actual sensitivity in the case of perennial ice
is not as straightforward here because the response of ha
is small and highly nonlinear over those simulations
(Fig. 3d). A rough estimate suggests the actual sensitivity of
fi to ho for perennial ice is about 2.78N (Wm
22)21, com-
pared to the effective sensitivity of 3.28N (Wm22)21.
When interpreting these numbers it should be kept in
mind that the spatial distribution of the increase in ho
due to increase of Ko is concentrated at the ice edge. In
the next section, a sensitivity experiment is carried out in
which the ho variation is distributed across the ice pack,
making a better comparison with the impact of ha.
Nevertheless, large OHTC near the ice edge does occur
in models (e.g., Bitz et al. 2005), and our analysis sug-
gests that the ice edge is highly sensitive to anomalies in
OHT when the ice cover is perennial (such as in the
present-day climate). This is consistent with previous
studies showing a link between OHTC and the ice-edge
latitude. Our results suggest further that in a seasonally
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the Ka sensitivity experiments, with Ka taking the place of Ko and ha exchanged with
ho. The last few simulations where ha tends to its limit value are excluded from the fit to the seasonal ice-cover
regime in (c).
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ice-free climate the role of suchOHTC near the ice edge
plays a less dramatic role.
c. Sensitivity to ocean–ice flux Fbp
Global OHTC in the EBM can also be varied by
changing the shape of the prescribed part Fb. Here we
use the parameter Fbp, which sets the OHTC at the pole
by conservatively redistributing the pattern of OHTC
associated with Fb. This changes the ocean–ice flux
smoothly across the whole ice pack.
The value of Fbp was varied between 0 and 20Wm
22,
which gives rise to a variation in ho of about 3–22Wm
22.fi
and ho increase linearly with Fbp (Figs. 5a and 5b re-
spectively). The slope of ho versus Fbp is not exactly 1
because Fb is nonuniform, and there is a contribution
from the mixed layer transport FOHT at the ice edge (see
section 2b and appendixA). Ice-edge retreat in response
to ho and BC of ha are also linear in both perennial and
seasonally ice-free regimes (Figs. 5c and 5d respectively).
It is worth emphasizing that increasing Fbp,Ko, orKa only
redistributes heat; increases in heat content of the system
are due to ice-edge retreat, which exposes the ocean, thus
increasing solar absorption. The system becomes sea-
sonally ice free whenFbp is about 11Wm
22, or when ho is
roughly 13Wm22. This is about the same value of ho
required to obtain a seasonally ice-free solution whenKo
is varied (see Figs. 3a,b). As with theKa andKo sensitivity
analyses, we show in Figs. 5a and 5c the mean ice-edge
latitude calculated as the annual mean (open circles) and
as the mean only when ice is present (open squares).
There is a smooth transition between the perennial and
seasonal regimes, but the difference in effective sensi-
tivities between regimes (Fig. 5c) is not as large as in the
case of Ko, regardless of how the mean ice edge is cal-
culated. BC is present in both regimes, but the rate of BC
halves in seasonally ice-free climates (Fig. 5d).
The actual sensitivities can be determined following the
sameprocedure as described in section 4b. Figure 5d shows
the associated decrease in ha as ho increases; from this and
Eq. (12), so ’ 0.68N (Wm
22)21 for perennial ice, about a
quarter of the value 2.78N (Wm22)21 obtained for the
perennial-ice simulations when Ko was varied. The reason
for the difference is that increasing Fbp increases the
ocean–ice flux uniformly over the ice cap, compared to
increasing Ko, which increases ho only at the ice edge.
Clearly, ice is thinner at and near to the edge, such that
heat fluxes there havemore impact on the ice-edge latitude
than equal heat fluxes at the pole. A given ho due to
varyingKo thus has a greater effect on the ice edge than the
same ho due to varying Fbp. It is therefore not surprising
that the ice edge is more sensitive to ho whenKo is varied.
When the ice cover is seasonal, so’ 0.88N (Wm
22)21,
calculated from annual-mean ice edges. This is notably
similar to the value of sa for seasonal ice cover, suggesting
that the two heat transports have similar impacts on ice
extent in the seasonal regime. If the calculation here is done
using the mean ice-edge latitudes calculated only when
ice is present, we find so ’ 0.48N (Wm
22)21 which is also
similar to the value of sa obtained when calculating the ice-
edge latitude in the same way. The effective sensitivities to
ho are about two-thirds the actual sensitivities in both pe-
rennial and seasonal regimes, and independent of how the
mean ice-edge latitude is calculated in the latter. Therefore,
the relative impacts of AHT and OHT in the seasonal re-
gime are independent of the calculation method.
In terms of the annual-mean method, the sensitivities
for seasonally ice-free conditions are larger than the
sensitivities for perennial-ice conditions (for the atmosphere,
compensated and uncompensated ocean). Sensitivities de-
rived based on averaging method ii—the mean over times
only when ice is present—are smaller for seasonally ice-
free conditions. When ice is not present in summer, the
role of the heat transports is to warm the high latitudes
to resist ice formation in winter. Since there is no ice to
act as a barrier to surface fluxes, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that AHT would have roughly the same warming
effect as OHT, and thus similar sensitivities (regardless
of how the mean ice edge is calculated). The lack of ice
in summer also enhances solar absorption and thus
warming at high latitudes. This effect is captured when
using the annual-mean ice edge, explaining why the
seasonal sensitivities in this case are larger than when
calculated as a mean only when ice is present.
The sensitivities of the ice-edge latitude to AHT and
OHT are summarized graphically in Fig. 6 and the values
are given in Table 2, including the impacts of BC in each
ice-cover regime and the difference in using the annual
mean and ice-only mean ice-edge latitude. In Fig. 6, for
the ocean we only show the sensitivities derived from the
Fbp sensitivity experiments, rather than from theKo ones:
since varying ho via Fbp varies the ocean–ice flux more
uniformly than doing so with Ko, this provides a fairer
comparison with the AHT sensitivities.
5. Ratio of sensitivities to OHT and AHT
In section 4 it was shown that, after accounting for
compensation, the sensitivity of the ice-edge latitude to
OHT is approximately twice that to AHT when ice re-
mains in summer. In this section we generalize the result
by deriving an approximate scaling relation between the
two sensitivities. The resulting parameter dependence of
so/sa then allows us to make a physical interpretation of
the difference between so and sa.
An approximate relationship between ha, ho, and
fi can be derived from the EBM equations. It can
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To derive this (see appendix B), the main assumptions
are that ice remains in the summer, prognostic-variable
correlations are neglected, and ha and ho are smoothly
distributed across the ice cap. This last point means that
we are here considering the sensitivity of the ice edge to
ho when Fbp varies rather than Ko. Also, since the ratio
depends on the climate state (via the mean ice thickness
hHii), the result applies to small perturbations around a
given background state.
The factor in brackets in Eq. (13) is at least 1 in the
limit hHii/ 0, and at most 2 in the limit hHii/‘. For
the reference state values of Bup, ki, and (f , fi), this
factor is about 1.7. In practice neither of these limits can
be reached since they correspond to the extreme cases of
perennially ice-free and snowball-Earth climates, re-
spectively, in which cases Eq. (13) certainly does not
hold. This suggests that the ratio of sensitivities is fairly
robust to the background climate.
Equation (13) shows that the ratio of sensitivities is
set, to leading order, by atmospheric feedbacks de-
scribed byBOLR andBdn. An interesting property is that
the ice edge is always more sensitive to OHTC than
AHTC, with equality of sensitivities only in the (unre-
alistic) limits BOLR / 0 or Bdn / ‘. Both of these
parameters relate to how much AHTC is transferred to
the surface. Larger values of either BOLR or Bdn lead to
larger loss of heat from the atmosphere; in the former
case heat is lost to space (thus reducing the relative
impact of AHTC on the ice edge) and in the latter case it
is lost to the surface where it is absorbed by sea ice (thus
increasing the relative impact of AHTCon the ice edge).
The third, higher-order term in Eq. (13) suggests that
the sensitivity of the ice edge to OHTC relative to
AHTC decreases with ki, increases with hHii, and in-
creases with Bup. This term represents two additional
processes relating to the diversion of heat away from the
ice surface. First, any increase in downwelling longwave
radiation attributed to an increase in AHTCmay simply
be re-emitted to the atmosphere, the proportion of
which depends on Bup. A larger Bup thus decreases sa,
increasing so/sa. Second, the ocean–ice heat flux melts
ice directly at the base. The subsequently thinner ice
then conducts heat to the surface more effectively, in-
creasing the surface temperature and longwave com-
ponent of Fup, counteracting the initial melting (this is
analogous to the ice-thickness feedback; e.g., Bitz and
Roe 2004). For larger hHii, smaller ki, or smaller Bup,
this effect is smaller. Note that Bup controls both pro-
cesses, but the atmosphere–surface effect dominates the
ice-thickness effect [›(so/sa)/›Bup . 0 for all parameter
choices]. Overall, Eq. (13) describes the difference in
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for the Fbp sensitivity experiments, with Fbp taking the place of Ko. Simulations near the
transition between perennial and seasonal ice-cover regimes are excluded in the linear fits in (b)–(d).
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sensitivities in terms of how perturbations to AHTC and
OHTC are diverted to and from the ice pack.
6. Conclusions
This work sought to understand the qualitative and
quantitative impacts of oceanic and atmospheric heat
transport on sea ice extent on climatic time scales. We
presented an idealized, zonally averaged energy balance
climate model that expands upon previous such models
by amore sophisticated representation of OHT and some
smaller modifications to the sea ice and atmospheric
components. The model reproduces typical conditions in
the Northern Hemisphere and sensitivity analyses were
carried out relative to this reference state.
Our results suggest that the ice-edge latitude is always
more sensitive to oceanic than atmospheric heat transport,
but results depend on whether the ice cover exists peren-
nially or seasonally. In the perennial case, the ice-edge
latitude is more sensitive to oceanic than atmospheric heat
transport by roughly a factor of 2 (found by varying the
ocean–ice flux parameter Fbp), and by a further factor of 2
if the OHT perturbation is concentrated at the ice edge
(found by varying the mixed layer diffusivity Ko). This
higher sensitivity to oceanic than atmospheric heating is
consistent with previous studies (Thorndike 1992; Singh
et al. 2017); in particular, Eq. (13) appears to be an ex-
panded form of the result found by Eisenman (2012) [Eq.
(17) therein].Wehave added to these results by quantifying
the sensitivity of the ice cover (rather than thickness) in a
two-layer, latitudinally varying system, making explicit the
role of meridional energy transports.
We showed that the ratio of perennial sensitivities is
fairly robust to the background climate and is set to
leading order by atmospheric feedback parameters.
AHT is a less effective driver of the ice-edge latitude
compared to OHT. This is because only a fraction of
AHTC is transferred to the ice since some of it is lost via
outgoing longwave radiation to space (or re-emission
from the surface). In contrast, any OHT converging
under sea icemust be absorbed by it. Part of the absorbed
ocean heat flux melts ice at the base, although a mecha-
nism similar to the ice-thickness feedback plays a role in
which the resulting thinner ice more effectively conducts
heat to the surface where it may be radiated away. When
the ice cover is seasonal, the sensitivities of the (annual
mean) ice edge to AHT and OHT are roughly the same,
but both are larger than the perennial sensitivities. This is
associated with uninhibited air–sea fluxes in ice-free
months making the two heat transports have similar
roles to play in warming the high latitudes, and with in-
creased solar absorption that further enhances warming.
Sensitivities for the seasonally ice-free regime should be
considered with more caution than those for the perennial
regime, because it is possible that under the former con-
ditions theB valueswould change: for instance, in response
to increasing Arctic cloud cover (Huang et al. 2019).
Bjerknes compensation, in which the AHTC counter-
acts a change inOHTC,was shown to play amajor role by
modulating the impact of OHTC on the ice edge. The
effective sensitivity of the ice edge to increasing OHTC is
about two-thirds its actual sensitivity in both regimes.
This is likely relevant to comprehensive GCMs: Outten
et al. (2018) established the presence of BC in a number
of CMIP5models’ historical simulations, with typical rates
FIG. 6. Summary of sensitivities of the ice edge to AHT (red), to
OHT in the absence of compensation (dark blue), and to OHT in
the presence of compensation (light blue). These are given for
(left) perennial ice cover, (center) seasonal ice cover based on
calculating the ice-edge latitude as an annual mean, and (right)
seasonal ice cover based on calculating the ice-edge latitude as the
mean value only where ice is present. For the OHT, values derived
from the Fbp sensitivity experiment are shown rather than those
from theKo sensitivities as this provides a fairer comparison to the
AHT sensitivities.
TABLE 2. Summary of results [8N (Wm22)21] obtained from
sensitivity analyses as parameters p 5 Ko, Ka, and Fbp are varied.
The ‘‘effective’’ (i.e., with compensation) sensitivities Dfi/Dh and
‘‘actual’’ (i.e., with compensation removed) sensitivies s are given
in the perennial and seasonal ice cover regimes. For the seasonal
case, values obtained when the ice-edge latitude is calculated as a
mean only when ice is present (rather than the annual mean) are
indicated with an asterisk (*).
p Ice cover Dfi/Dha Dfi/Dho sa so
Ka Perennial 0.34 — 0.34 —
Seasonal 0.81 — 0.81 —
Seasonal* 0.43 — 0.43 —
Ko Perennial — ;3.2 — ;2.7
Seasonal — 0.15 — 0.66
Seasonal* — 0.20 — 0.47
Fbp Perennial — 0.42 — 0.63
Seasonal — 0.51 — 0.76
Seasonal* — 0.26 — 0.39
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of compensation similar to that found in the present EBM.
They report an average ratio of heat transport anomalies
of 20.78 6 0.35, and that BC mainly occurs in regions of
strong air–sea fluxes (particularly the high latitudes and
near the northern midlatitude storm track). Supported by
theoretical ideas developed by Liu et al. (2016), they ex-
plain that the rates of compensation in models are related
to local climate feedbacks. We also found that the ratio of
ice-edge sensitivities to OHT and to AHT is related to
feedback parameters. This suggests that there may be a
deeper link between the ice-edge sensitivities and BC than
elucidated in our work, since the rate of BC is affected by
the very parameters found to control the relative actual
sensitivities. This is an avenue for further investigation.
The simple, physical explanation for the sensitivities
encapsulated in Eq. (13) suggests that our results are rele-
vant to the real world. Of course there are some caveats in
making this connection. The EBM is zonally averaged and
effectively applies to an aquaplanet; land and zonal asym-
metries in surface fluxes and heat transport convergences
clearly affect the real-world distribution of sea ice.Wehave
also chosen to interpret our results in the Northern
Hemisphere (by tuning the reference state to such condi-
tions and allowing sea ice to exist up to the pole). It is likely
that our results are relevant to the SouthernHemisphere as
well, although we have not investigated this point further.
The EBM does not represent leads in the ice pack, thus
assuming that 100% of OHT converging under ice melts it
(rather than escaping to the atmosphere). This is reason-
able since, although surface fluxes may reach;100Wm22
over areas of exposed ocean, these persist on subdaily time
scales (Heorton et al. 2017) and so are averaged out on the
EBM scale. Heat transports are usually quantified in terms
of the transport (inW) across a fixed latitude, whereas here
we used the average convergences (in Wm22) over a var-
iable area, ha and ho. In the EBM these are linearly related.
It is possible that, due to the aforementioned caveats, this
relationship is different in the real world or in a compre-
hensive GCM. There may also be some point between the
results of the Ko and Fbp sensitivity experiments that gives
the most realistic picture, dependent on the real-world
distribution of incoming OHT across the ice pack.
Clearly, meridional heat transports are not the only
processes controlling sea ice extent. Yet it is interesting
to note that CMIP5 intermodel spread in Arctic sea ice
extent is ;5 3 106 km2 (e.g., Stroeve et al. 2012), which
corresponds to a spread in mean ice-edge latitude of
;108N. Given that typical sensitivities of the ice edge to
either heat transport are ;18N (Wm22)21, this suggests
that merely ;10Wm22 model spread in heat transport
convergence could be necessary to explain the ice-extent
spread. According to our results, this estimate may be
complicatedby the compensationmechanism.Nevertheless,
Eq. (13) provides a theoretical framework that could be
applied to the CMIP ensemble in order to analyze the
extent to which atmospheric and ocean heat transport
biases are driving model spread.
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APPENDIX A
Details of EBM Formulation
This appendix provides further details of the formu-
lation, properties, and numerical solution of the EBM
that are not essential to the main narrative of this paper.
a. Coalbedo
The coalbedo a, which appears in Eqs. (5) and (9),
takes a constant value of aiwhere sea ice is present (f$fi),
a spatially varying value ao(f) . ai over open ocean
(f , fi), and the transition across the ice edge is































Note that a(08) ’ a0 and a(908) ’ ai, both tending to
equality in the limit df / 0. The term a2 roughly ac-
counts for geometric factors and typical changes in cloud
distribution that reduce the planetary coalbedo at higher
latitudes. Equations (A1) and (A2) are motivated by
previous idealized albedo formulas (e.g., Wagner and
Eisenman 2015) but here expressed in terms of f as
opposed to sinf. In the online supplemental material we
show that this is a good representation of the typical
real-world zonal-average planetary albedo.
b. Insolation
Previous EBMs use an idealized analytical function for
S(f, t) (e.g., North and Coakley 1979); however, this was
found to be a poor fit (with errors ;50Wm22), particu-
larly at high latitudes. Since an analytic expression for S is
not required, we force our model with a dataset of daily
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mean insolation [computed using the program of Huybers
(2016)].
c. Ocean heat transport convergence
Net OHTC is the sum of the prescribed part Fb and
the mixed layer contribution 2=  FOHT [the terms in
parentheses in Eq. (5)]. Note that FOHT is zero under sea
ice since f(f)is constant there. At these latitudes Fb is
absorbed at the base of ice, and the remaining fluxes on
the right-hand side of Eq. (5) are absorbed at the top
surface of ice (see section 2c). Globally, Fb and =  FOHT
contribute roughly equally to the total OHT, with Fb
dominating in the tropics and polar latitudes and=  FOHT
dominating in the midlatitudes. This effective partition-
ing, which depends on the choice of ocean parameters, is
somewhat arbitrary, but unimportant because it is only
the total OHT that is of interest in this study andwemake
no attempt to attribute Dho to any specific circulation.
Our main results are not sensitive to this: for example,
when Ko 5 0:75Krefo (i.e., reducing the mixed layer com-
ponent) and Fbp 5 7Wm
22 (i.e., increasing the pre-
scribed component; see below), the total OHT and fi(t)
of the reference state are largely unchanged, despite
roughly 25%of themixed layerOHTbeingmoved into the
prescribed part. With respect to this alternate reference
state, the derived actual sensitivities change by only a few
percent. Additionally, FOHT should not be interpreted as
theheat transport ‘‘in’’ themixed layer; itmerely represents
the interactive part of the net OHT, parameterized as a
function of the mixed layer temperature. Indeed, the as-
signment of contributions to the net OHT from specific
depths or circulations is nontrivial and a subject of con-
tinuing research (e.g., Ferrari and Ferreira 2011).
The real-world OHT in the Northern Hemisphere has a
peak of about 1.5 PW in the tropics and reduces to;0.1 PW
in the polar latitudes (Forget and Ferreira 2019). This is
inconsistentwith the broad, hemispherically symmetric heat
transport obtained using the EBM diffusive transport.A1
We therefore choose a spatial profile for Fb(f) associated
with a large peak heat transport out of the tropics and
comparatively small transports at higher latitudes. Since the
interaction of heat transport convergence and sea ice
is the main interest of this work, and Fb is the only
contribution to OHTC where ice is present, we also
require a means to adjust its value at high latitudes.
Additionally, such adjustments should not be asso-
ciated with a net source or sink of heat to the system






(f, fpg) cosf df5 0 (A3)
for any choice of the parameters {p} that set Fb.
The analogous quantity to Fb in many previous studies
is taken to be a constant, which does not satisfy Eq. (A3).
However, Rose (2015) uses an EBM with prescribed
total OHTC [originally from Rose and Ferreira (2013)]





cos2N22f[12 (2N1 1) sin2f] , (A4)
where c is a constant and N $ 1 is an integer. This sat-
isfies Eq. (A3) for any c andN, but it also decays rapidly






~f (f) , (A5)





In fact, Fbp ~f (f) is just Eq. (A4) withN5 1, which gives a
broad hemispheric-scale transport with maximum con-
vergence at the pole, and the various constants redefined
as Fbp. A schematic plot of the two components of Fb(f),
Eqs. (A4) and (A6), is shown in Fig. A1. For any choice
of Fbp, which is the value of Fb at the pole, Eq. (A3) is
satisfied since both f(f) and ~f (f) satisfy (A3).
d. Heat transport diagnostics














For the implied OHT, in order to make good com-
parisons with the observed OHT it is necessary
to roughly account for land in doing the zonal inte-



















where the land fraction fL 5 fL(f) is the fraction of all
longitudes at latitude f occupied by land. Note that fL is
only used for diagnosing OHT and does not actually
A1However, such structure is consistent with the estimated AHT,
which peaks at;458N (e.g., Mayer and Haimberger 2012), so that the
parameterization FAHT 5 2KaCa=Ta works well for the atmosphere.
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and similarly for the ocean mixed layer with the obvious
replacements; adding Fb is then the total OHTC. In
practice, the time-average convergences are more easily












2 aS . (A11)
Equations (A10) and (A11) can also be combined to
describe global energy conservation in the EBM:
AHTC1OHTC5F
OLR
2 aS . (A12)
e. Numerical solution
The EBM is described by the three prognostic equa-
tions (1), (5), and (9) and the surface-temperature di-
agnostic Eq. (8). The time-dependent vertical heat
fluxes Fup, Fdn,FOLR, aS, andFcon are assumed to remain
constant over time step Dt [i.e., Ta, Tml, Ts, andHi at t5
(n 1 1)Dt are solved subject to fluxes calculated at t 5
nDt]. The temporal and spatial discretisations of Eqs. (1)
and (5) are handled using the partial differential equa-
tion solver pdepe() of MATLAB. Equation (9) is solved
using a simple forward-Euler routine. Although this
imposes a time-step restriction for numerical accuracy,
this is a simple approach to handling the discontinuity at
the ice–ocean interface and the model is ultimately
cheap to run anyway.
Equations (5) and (9) apply to open-ocean and ice-
covered latitudes, respectively. The termfi(t) evolves as
either open ocean freezes (Tml falls below Tf) or ice
retreats (Hi falls to zero at the edge). In practice, as the
system is solved numerically, a correction is applied at
the end of each time step to update fi. If Tml, Tf at any
latitude (freezing has occurred), the ice thickness there
is increased by DHi5Co(Tf2 Tml)/Lf and Tml is reset to
Tf. Similarly, if Hi , 0 at any latitude (heat in excess of
that required to completely melt the ice has converged
at that latitude), the mixed layer temperature is in-
creased by DTml 5 LfHi/Co and Hi is reset to 0.
For simulations generating results in this paper, Dt 5
0.5 days and the grid spacing Df 5 0.258, as a balance
between well resolving changes in the ice-edge latitude
and reasonable computation time. A total integration time
of 30 years per model simulation is sufficient to reach a
steady-state seasonal cycle, which takes approximately 2h
to solve on a standard computing cluster. MATLAB code
to solve the equations is provided online at GitHub.A2
APPENDIX B
Derivation of Sensitivity Ratio
We seek a relationship between ha, ho, and fi, de-
rived from the model equations, with minimum de-
pendence on the background state (i.e., the prognostic
variables Ta, Tml, Ts, and Hi), to linearize about small
perturbations—in essence, to arrive at an equation of
the form of Eq. (12). Since there are four independent
equations it is not possible to eliminate the background
state entirely, so the final result is an approximation
assuming perturbations to that background state are
sufficiently small so as to not change it too much.
First, we eliminate the domain dependence from Eqs.
(5) and (9) as this complicates the time averaging. In the
continuous limit, =  FOHT 5 0 for f $ fi, so those
equations may be combined into one equation defined





























FIG. A1. Schematic of components and typical magnitudes of the
prescribed deep ocean heat transport convergenceFb(f): seeEq. (18);
Fb is dominated by f(f) [Eq. (A4), solid], which sets the peak heat
transport at around 208N. This component decays rapidly to zero at
high latitudes, where Fb is dominated by Fbp ~f (f) [Eq. (A6), dashed].
In the reference state, Fbp5 2Wm
22. The position of the zero in f(f)
is determined by N, which here and in the reference state is N 5 5.
A2 See https://github.com/jakeaylmer/EBM_JA.
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recalling the approach of Wagner and Eisenman
(2015). Taking the time and spatial average over lati-







































Smoothing of coalbedo across the ice edge has been
neglected. The term hTai is eliminated from Eqs. (B3)




































where g05AOLR1BOLR(Aup2Adn)/Bdn. Next, hTsi is
eliminated in favor of hHii. We approximate that for
roughly half the time the ice surface is melting and the
rest of the time it is subfreezing, as described in Eqs. (7)
and (8). Thus, Ts ’ (Tm 1 hTdi)/2. The term hTdi is
found by taking the time average of Eq. (7), in which we
neglect cross correlations between variables such that
hTdHii’ hTdi  hHii, etc. This leads to an expression for
hTsi in terms of hHii, hTai, and various parameters. Then
hTai is eliminated using Eqs. (B3) and (B4), the result is
substituted back into Eq. (30), and upon further re-































































Finally, for sufficiently small perturbations around a
given background state with ice edge fi, hSi’ S0 2 S1fi,
where S0 and S1 . 0 are empirical constants (which
depend weakly on the background state).B1 This does
not work if the system becomes seasonally ice free.
Again assuming small perturbations to the background
state such that changes in hHii are neglected, and
substituting S0 2 S1fi for hSi, Eq. (13) follows from Eq.
(B6). Finally, we note that Eq. (13) was verified by re-
peating the sensitivity analyses with different values of
BOLR and Bdn. Values derived from these sensitivity
experiments agreed with the predicted value from Eq.
(13) within 5%.
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